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Particle image velocimetry measurement of the velocity field in turbulent thermal convection

Ke-Qing Xia,* Chao Sun, and Sheng-Qi Zhou†

Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong, China
~Received 1 August 2003; published 17 December 2003!

The spatial structure of the velocity field in turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard convection in water has been mea-
sured using the particle image velocimetry technique, with the Rayleigh number Ra varying from 93108 to
931011 and the Prandtl number remaining approximately constant (Pr.4). The study provides a direct
confirmation that a rotatory mean wind indeed persists for the highest value of Ra reached in the experiment.
The measurement reveals that the mean flow in the central region of the convection cell is of the shape of a
coherent elliptical rotating core for Ra below 131010. Above this Ra, the orientation of the elliptical core
changes by a 90° angle and an inner core rotating at a lower rate inside the original bulk core emerges. It is
further found that the rotation frequencies of the inner core and the outer shell have distinct scalings with Ra;
the scaling exponent for the outer-shell is 0.5 and it is 0.4 for the inner core. From the measured rms and
skewness distributions of the velocity field, we find that velocity fluctuations at the cell center are neither
homogenous nor isotropic. The turbulent energy production fields further reveal that the mean wind is not
driven by turbulent fluctuations associated with Reynolds stress.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.066303 PACS number~s!: 47.27.Nz, 44.25.1f, 47.32.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluid turbulence often exhibits complex and seemin
random behavior but at the same time, depending on the
and length scales one looks at, it is capable of organiz
itself into highly coherent and symmetric structures. T
Rayleigh-Bénard convection is a good system to demonstr
this. Convective thermal turbulence is interesting. Not o
does it have obvious engineering applications and but it a
is an ideal model for studying turbulence in a closed syst
A full understanding of convective turbulent flow in th
‘‘simple’’ system will thus shed light on a range of mor
complicated convection problems occurring in nature, s
as those in the planets, the oceans, and the atmosphere
current work attempts to address the following three issu
~1! The structures, statistics, and dynamics of the global
locity field; ~2! the persistence of the mean wind at very hi
Rayleigh numbers; and~3! the scaling of the wind velocity
with the Rayleigh number Ra.

A. Structures and dynamics of the global velocity field

A distinct feature of turbulent thermal convection in
closed box is a large-scale circulatory flow~LSC!, also re-
ferred to as the ‘‘wind’’ in turbulent convection. This win
was observed by Krishnamurti and Howard through flow
sualization studies@1#. Since then there have been extens
studies of this large-scale mean flow through both se
quantitative techniques and quantitative measurements. F
brief summary of some of the earlier results, we refer
reader to the papers by Grossmann and Lohse@2# and Cha-
vanne et al. @3#. The recent paper by Qiu and Tong al
contains a review of various velocity measurements
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techniques in turbulent convection@4#. Through these mea
surements we now have a good idea about the spatial s
ture and the scaling with the Rayleigh number Ra and
Prandtl number Pr of the mean wind. On the other hand,
limitations of the various techniques have prevented us fr
obtaining a precise picture on the global velocity field. Th
is partly because most of the quantitative studies of the
locity field are confined to local measurements either a
single point or at scans along certain symmetry axes of
convection box@3,4#, which, as we will see later in this pa
per, can miss some of the important features in the flow fie
To our knowledge, some of the fundamental quantities
portant for understanding the dynamics that drives turbu
flow have not been measured quantitatively so far. Th
include the Reynolds shear stress and turbulence produc

B. Persistence of the mean wind at very high Rayleigh
numbers

A natural question one may ask is ‘‘what will happen
the fluid’s large-scale coherent rotatory motion at very h
values of Ra?’’ In other words, is the wind the asympto
flow structure in the convection box? There is evidence t
the wind may have reached a ‘‘stable’’ or ‘‘asymptotic’’ sta
for Ra larger than 131011, in the sense that the flow is in
more symmetric configuration with respect to the directio
reversal of the wind@5#. But so far most of the studies of th
spatial structure of the velocity field that directly confirm th
existence of a circulatory wind are made for Ra;109; these
include flow visualizations@6# and systematic laser-Dopple
velocimetry measurements@4#. Note that many local velocity
measurements, i.e., at a point off the sidewall, in syste
such as helium gas have been made with Ra reaching;1013

and some of the results may be taken to be consistent
the wind picture@5,7#, but they nevertheless do not provide
direct confirmation of it. As Sreenivasan, Bershdskii, a
Niemela argued recently, for Pr close to that of water a va
of Ra around 1012 is needed for the boundary layer to b

ity
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fully turbulent and therefore the flow field to be regarded
developed turbulence@8#. Thus, a whole-field velocity mea
surement reaching this level of Ra becomes an interes
test for the wind picture.

C. Scaling of the wind velocity

One of the standing issues in turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection concerns the precise value of the scaling ex
nentg of the mean wind with Ra~i.e., V; Rag), for which
g ranging from 0.4 to 0.5 has been reported in the literat
@3,9–11#. These can be largely classified into two categor
One measures the absolute magnitude of the wind and m
results in this group yieldg'0.5. The other measures th
oscillation frequency of the wind andg from this group
ranges from 0.42–0.47. As we will see below, this discr
ancy comes partly from the fact that different experime
measuring velocity at different places or making differe
‘‘regional averages’’ in the convection cell. The fact that d
ferent techniques may have different measurement bias
also contribute to the differences.

D. The present work and organization of the paper

In this paper we report a direct measurement of the glo
velocity field in turbulent Rayleigh-Be´nard convection using
the particle image velocimetry~PIV! technique. The main
advantage of the PIV method is its ability to make instan
neous velocity measurements for the whole flow field@12#.
But even for measuring time-averaged flow properties, PI
ability for making simultaneous whole-field measureme
greatly reduces the time required for determining the spa
structures of the velocity field. Our experiments are co
ducted in water and the range of Ra varied from 93108 to
931011 while the Prandtl number Pr remained appro
mately constant (;4). In addition to the mean velocity field
some statistical quantities, such as the rms and skewne
the velocity field, and turbulent kinetic and Reynolds sh
stress fields are also measured for selected values of Ra
measurement reveals detailed structures and properties o
flow field, and yields a precise value of the scaling expon
for the rotational frequency of the wind over three decade
Ra in a single experiment. In addition, we find a hithe
unreported transition in the flow state. The time-averag
convective flow in the central region of the convection c
forms a coherent rotatory core, as was found previously@13#.
However, for Ra above 131010 we find this rotatory core
separates into an inner-core and an outer shell, which ro
at different frequencies and have different scaling expone
with Ra.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follow
Section II contains descriptions about the construction of
convection cells used in the experiment, details of the P
measurements, and the experimental parameters. In Se
we present and discuss the experimental results, which
divided into four parts: III A, mean velocity field; III B,
statistical quantities; III C, instant velocity field, and III D
velocity in the plane perpendicular to the wind. In Sec.
we summarize our findings and present the conclusions.
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. The convection cells

The choice for the shape of the convection box is ba
on the following considerations. For the most widely us
cylindrical shape, the curved sidewall will introduce disto
tions in the images viewed by the camera. Although t
distortion can be partly corrected by fitting a square-sha
jacket outside the convection cell, the jacket unavoida
limits the field of view in regions near the top and botto
plates. For a cube-shaped cell, it is known that the mean fl
is confined in the diagonal plane of the box@6,14#, which
means that the PIV method will measure only a projection
the flow field. With these in mind, a rectangular shape
chosen for the convection box. To extend the varying ran
of the Rayleigh number, two convection cells are used in
experiment. The length, width, and height of the ‘‘small ce
are 2537324 ~cm! and those of the ‘‘large cell’’ are 81
320381 ~cm!. With this geometry, the large-scale flow
expected to be largely confined in the plane with the asp
ratio G'1 and the PIV measurement of velocity in this pla
will capture the dominant features of the flow.

The small cell is made of Plexiglas sidewall with gol
plated copper as the top and bottom conducting plates, w
the plates’ temperatures monitored by four embedded t
mistors, two in each one. Other features of the cell are si
lar to those of a cubic cell with a dimension of 25 cm on t
side, which has been previously described in detail elsewh
@14,15#. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the lar
convection cell:~a! front view and ~b! cross-section view.
The top and bottom conducting plates, indicated asA andB
in the figure, are made of pure copper of thickness 3 cm
their surfaces are electroplated with nickel and then ch
mium. The reason for the double coating is that nickel ha
good bonding with copper and chromium provides protect
against oxidation by water. A stainless steel cover (C) is
attached on the top of the upper plate; this cover toge
with the upper surface of the top copper plate served a
cooling chamber to exchange heat with a circulating chi
~N8 KT-50W, Thermo Haake Co. Maximum cooling pow
5000 watts!. The design of the cooling chamber is inspire
by the design of the mercury convection cell by Glazieret al.
@16#. The chamber is divided into two compartments by
stainless steel plate, wielded on the plate are 60 tubes ea
5 mm in diameter and pointing vertically downward@see Fig.
1~b!#; the tubes are distributed uniformly over the pla
Cooling water is first pumped into the upper compartm
through eight inlet nozzles (D), four on the front and four on
the back, as shown in the figure. The tube diameter and
culator flow rate are such that the incoming cooling wa
will first fill the upper compartment, then flow to the lowe
one through the 60 tubes, impinge on the copper plate,
cool it directly. Finally, the cooling water exits the chamb
through the eight outlet nozzles in the lower compartm
~three on the front, three on the back, and one each on
left and right side!. Such design ensures the temperature u
formity over the plate and provides a high flow rate for ef
cient thermal exchange. Eight aluminum strip heaters (E) of
size 1023203 mm ~Tempco Electric Heater Corp.!, which
3-2
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PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY MEASUREMENT OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066303 ~2003!
are specially designed for efficient heating of flat surfac
are arrayed beneath the lower plate. A heat transfer c
pound was spread over the surface and the sides of the
ers before they were attached to the bottom plate to en
good thermal contact between the plate and the heaters
among the heaters themselves. An insulating plate (F) was
inserted between heaters and the stainless steel bottom
G. The heaters are powered by a dc power supply with 5
watts of maximum power~DCR 300-16T, Sorensen Co.!.
Twenty thermistorsH ~2.4 mm diameter in size, model No
44031, Omega Engineering Inc.! were embedded inside th
copper plates beneath the conducting surfaces, ten in
one. These thermistors serve to monitor the temperature
formity across each plate and are also used to measure
temperature differenceDT across the cell. The sidewalls (I )
are made of 2 cm thick Plexiglas plates glued togethe
form a rectangular box. A groove is machined on the surf
of the conducting plates and an o-ring is placed inside
water-tight sealing between the plates and the sidewall b
The top and bottom plates and the sidewall are then h

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the large convection cell and
coordinates of the experiment:~a! front view; ~b! cross-section view
of the middle vertical plane.A andB are the top and bottom coppe
plates, respectively.C: cooling chamber;D: inlet and outlet nozzles
E: heaters;F: insulating plate;G: stainless steel bottom cover;H:
thermistors; andI: sidewall box.
06630
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together by stainless steel posts~not shown!. The top and
bottom part of the cell are wrapped with nitrile rubber she
for thermal insulation. With this setup, the cell’s conducti
plates have temperature stability and uniformity better th
1% of the temperature difference across the cell.

B. The PIV measurement

As shown in Fig. 1, the Cartesian coordinate for the e
periment is defined such that its origin coincides with the c
center, itsx axis points to the right, thez axis points upward,
and they axis points inward. As already mentioned, give
the geometry of both cells the LSC is expected to be c
fined mainly within thexz plane, where the relevant aspe
ratio for the flow is unity and where most of the PIV me
surement are made in this experiment. The PIV system c
sists of a dual Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser op-
erated at an energy of 80 mJ per pulse, a lightsheet optic
cooled charge-coupled device~CCD! camera ~12 bit dy-
namic range and 1.3K31K-pixel spatial resolution!, a syn-
chronizer, and a PIV control and analysis software~TSI,
Inc.!. The seeding particles used in the experiment
50 mm diameter polyamid (density51.03 g/cm3) spheres
@17#. A two-dimensional~2D! velocity map is obtained by
cross-correlating two consecutive images separated by a
interval ranging from 20 to 100 ms which is selected op
mally according to the flow speed. Each 2D velocity vec
is calculated from a subwindow (32332 pixels! that has
50% overlap with its neighboring subwindows@18#. For the
small cell, the entire flow field comprises 60360 velocity
vectors measured all at once. For the large cell, the 2D fi
is divided into quarters and they are measured one at a t
The time-averaged flow field is then a composite of fo
quarters consisting of 1203120 velocity vectors. For mos
values of Ra the sampling rate is 0.25 Hz, and each meas
ment averages over 3000 and 1280 instant vector fields
the small and the large cells, respectively. For two Ra val
(3.83109 and 3.531010, in small cell!, the average is ove
15 000 vector maps at a sampling rate of 3 Hz so that cer
statistical quantities of the velocity field are obtained. Al
for these two values of Ra, measurements are made in thyz
plane atx50, i.e., in the plane perpendicular to the larg
scale flow, so that a more complete picture of the flow field
obtained.

C. The experimental conditions

Water is used as the convecting fluid. The control para
eter in the experiment is the Rayleigh number
5agL3DT/nk, with g being the gravitational acceleration
L the height of the cell, anda, n, andk being, respectively,
the thermal expansion coefficient, the kinematic viscos
and the thermal diffusivity of water. To prevent temperatu
drift and maintain constancy of the Prandtl numb
Pr~5n/k) for different values of Ra, two thermostats wit
temperature stability better than 0.1 °C and with windows
PIV measurements are built to house the cells. In the exp
ment, Ra varied from 93108 to 3.531010 in the small cell
and from 231010 to 931011 in the large cell, and Pr
(.4.3) remains approximately constant. During the expe

e
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XIA, SUN, AND ZHOU PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066303 ~2003!
ment, the bottom plate of the cell is heated with const
power so that it is under a constant-flux boundary conditi
but at steady state its temperature remains effectively c
stant; the top plate’s temperature is regulated so that
under constant-temperature boundary condition.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Time-averaged velocity field

We first look at the gross features of the mean flow fi
by examining the ‘‘coarse-grained’’ two-dimensional vect
map. Figure 2 shows two examples, for Ra53.83109 ~top!
and 3.531010 ~bottom!, which are obtained by combinin
every two neighboring vectors into one, thus the spatial re
lution is halved. In the figure the magnitude of the me
velocity (U21W2)1/2 is coded by color and by the length o
the arrow, whereU5^u(t)& and W5^w(t)& are the time-
averagedx and z components of the velocity, respectivel

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Coarse-grained vector maps of the me
velocity field with the magnitudeAU21W2 coded in both color and
the size of the arrow in units of cm/s for Ra53.83109 ~top! and
3.531010 ~bottom!.
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The figure shows clearly that the mean flow is a clockw
rotatory motion and, as Ra increases, the high velocity
gions are becoming increasingly concentrated along the
rimeter of the cell with a relatively quiet central region.
closer inspection of the figure shows that the orientation
the central region is different for the two Rayleigh numbe
This becomes evident in the full-resolution~non-coarse-
grained! color-coded contour maps shown in Fig. 3 for fo
values of Ra, where three lower values of Ra are from
small cell, and the highest Ra is from the large cell and he
is a composite of four separate measurements. Note tha
contour map for the highest Ra does not fully cover t
extent of the cell in thexz plane. Because of the stron
reflections of light from the wall and the plates in this ce
the regions about 2 cm from the cell boundaries beco
inaccessible to the measurement@19#. For the small cell, the
measurement can access essentially the entire 2D plane
cept regions very close to the cell boundaries (; a few mm!.
By looking at the contour maps, one can immediately ide
tify four features or regions of the flow field:~1! a central
low-velocity elliptical core;~2! two low-velocity or stagna-
tion regions represented by the blue spots at the lower
and upper-right corners;~3! two high-velocity regions repre
sented by the ‘‘reddish bands,’’ one stretches from the eig
o’clock position to the one-o’clock position and the oth
from the two-o’clock position to the seven-o’clock positio
and ~4! two counterrotating vortices at the upper-left a
lower-right corners@20#. We shall discuss these features
turn.

That the flow field in the central region of the convectio
cell has an elliptical shape~at least for aspect ratio one cel!
has been suggested previously. Based on the shadowgra
study of the motions of thermal plumes by Zocchi, Mos
and Libchaber@6#, Kadanoff drew a highly suggestive ca
toon that implies the mean flow in the cell takes an ellip
shape@21#. A more quantitative evidence comes from Q
and Tong, who proposed, based on their LDV measurem
of mean velocity profiles, that the mean flow is of an ellip
shape rather than a circle@4#. The present study now pro
vides the direct evidence that the central region is indeed
an elliptical shape. Figure 3 also indicates that the large-s
flow becomes increasingly concentrated near the perim
of the cell with increasing Ra. This becomes more eviden
we look separately at the contour maps for the horizontal
vertical components of the velocity field as shown in Fig.
where positive is defined as upward and rightward going
W(x,z) andU(x,z), respectively. By measuring the chang
of the flow’s effective path-length with Ra, Niemela an
Sreenivasan recently suggested that the mean flow
change its shape from ellipselike to squashlike as Ra
creases@22#. Now the PIV result provides direct evidence fo
this. Figure 3 also clearly shows that the central elliptic
core changes its orientation above Ra;131010, which as
we will see below is associated with the emergence of
inner core inside the rotatory bulk central core~note that the
low velocity bluish region in all the four images of Fig. 3 ha
an even darker bluish region inside it; this is an artifact of
color-coding scheme and is not the inner-core referred
here, which is defined by the shape of the velocity profile!.
3-4
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FIG. 3. ~Color online! Color-coded contour maps ofAU21W2 for four values of Ra:~a! 3.83109, ~b! 7.53109, ~c! 3.531010, and~d!
1.131011.
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To understand the dynamics that drives the mean w
and the evolution of the wind towards the cell’s perimete
we also made visualization studies of the motions of ther
plumes using thermochromic liquid crystal particles. The
studies show that the thermal plumes that are generated
the conducting plates are swept to the low-velocity b
spots at the corners by the horizontal wind and then ‘‘tu
vertically to start their ascending/decending motions. As
will see below, this turning produces large Reynolds sh
stress. It appears to us that, at least some of the time
accumulation and/or a combination of plumes occur in th
stagnation regions, which is manifested by the phenome
that the plumes sometimes are going up/down in group
clusters. Because the larger size will slow down the ‘‘h
loss’’ of plumes through thermal diffusion, this will allow th
plumes to generate a more buoyant driving force as t
rise/fall. Qiu and Tong have also argued previously t
plumes need to combine to form ‘‘composite’’ plumes
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order to have a long-enough lifetime to cross the cell@23#.
We note that even if the plumes do not form composite on
by traveling in groups they will reduce their effective he
loss to the surrounding fluid. If the plumes indeed accum
late or ‘‘wait’’ in the stagnation regions~to gather enough
‘‘critical mass’’ or buoyancy or some triggering instability!
before starting their vertical motions, it will mean the motio
of the mean wind is not really ‘‘continuous’’ but is made u
of a two-leg ‘‘relay race,’’ which corresponds to the two re
bands and is performed by the hot and cold plumes, res
tively ~the flow is of course continuous due to mass cons
vation!. Similar views have been advanced by Villerma
theoretically@24# and by Qiu and Tong based on their stu
of the correlated temperature signals from the opposite s
walls @4,23#. In this picture, in steady state convective flo
the release of the ‘‘plume clusters’’ from the two stagnati
regions becomes coordinated in time in a quasiperiodic fa
ion so the relay race is well synchronized. This is consist
3-5
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FIG. 4. ~Color online! Contour map plots of the horizontal~left panel! and vertical~right panel! components of the mean velocity, fo
Ra53.83109 ~upper panel! and 3.531010 ~lower panel!. Positive is defined for upward and leftward motions and color coding is in cm
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top
with the recently measured result for the instantaneous
flux near the sidewall which shows intermittent or quasipe
odic behavior@25#, since heat is predominantly transport
by plumes.

As the rising and falling plumes accelerate along the si
walls they create the regions of high mean velocity or
reddish bands, the one from eight-o’clock to one-o’clock p
sitions is due to the rising hot plumes and the other fall
cold plumes. These plume-motion dominated regions
also the regions that contain most of the kinetic energy of
flow field as is shown in Fig. 5, where the color-coded me
kinetic energy per unit mass in thexz plane K5(U2

1W2)/2, in units of (cm/s)2, is shown for Ra53.83109

~top! and 3.531010 ~bottom!. As Ra increases the plume
become more energetic and are more able to ‘‘sho
straight, resulting in the high velocity regions to become
creasingly confined near the perimeter of the cell and
growth of the central low-velocity bluish region. This resu
06630
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provides direct evidence to the intuitive physical picture th
thermal plumes rising and descending along opposite s
walls are responsible for driving the rotational bulk flow~or
‘‘flywheel’’ ! in the convection cell@9,21#.

Since the large-scale flow is mainly confined near the
rimeter of the cell, it would be useful to examine the veloc
field near that region. Figure 6~a! shows the variations from
the lower plate to the top plate of the horizontalU(z) and
vertical W(z) velocity components ‘‘cut’’ at a distance 2 cm
from the left sidewall~small cell!. Figure 6~b! shows the
profiles ofU(x) andW(x) cut at a distance 2 cm below th
top plate, for Ra53.83109. Keep in mind that near the side
walls the vertical velocityW is the dominant velocity com-
ponent and the same role is played by the horizontal velo
U near the plates. If we combineW andU profiles near the
sidewall and the plate, we can have an approximate pic
on how a fluid parcel~or a thermal plume! accelerates and
decelerates as it rises from the lower-left corner to the
3-6
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PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY MEASUREMENT OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066303 ~2003!
plate and then move to the top-right corner. The sign chan
of the ‘‘minor’’ component also tell us how the flow chang
directions near the corner. Note that the large negative va
of U(z) near the top plate corresponds to the small vor
rotating counterclockwise at the top-left corner as seen
Figs. 2 and 3. Counterrotating vortices at cell corners h
been seen previously by Tilgner, Belmonte, and Libchabe
a cubic cell@26#. Another feature shown in Fig. 6 is that th
maximum values of dominant components (W near sidewall
and U near the plate! are not at the positions of the ‘‘sym
metry axes’’~thex andz axes in this case!, which means that
‘‘scans’’ along these axes in local velocity measurements
not measure the maximum value of the velocity field.

To study quantitatively the overall rotational motion
the central bulk region, we examine the mean velocity p
files cut along the symmetry axes of the cell. The left pa
of Fig. 7 shows the ‘‘vertical cut’’~at x50) of the horizontal
velocity componentU and the right panel shows the ‘‘hor
zontal cut’’ ~at z50) of the vertical componentW for three

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Distribution of the mean flow kinetic
energy per unit mass (U21W2)/2 in units of (cm/s)2 for Ra53.8
3109 ~upper panel! and 3.531010 ~lower panel!.
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values of Ra as indicated on the figure. The first thing
would like to note is that the profiles do not reveal the d
tailed structure in the boundary layer region, since our P
measures the flow field in the entirexz plane and is not
focused on the boundary layer region. Thus the profiles
Fig. 7 do not show that the velocity decays to zero near
wall and plates as it should. Tilgner, Belmonte, and Libc
aber have previously measured the profileU(z) in a cubic
cell @26#, and their profile shows more details in the boun
ary layer region and is able to resolve the boundary la
thickness. On the other hand, their profile does not show
‘‘hump’’ ~or ‘‘dip’’ ! seen in our profile~aroundz'9 cm for
the small cell!. This hump was also not observed in veloci
profiles measured in cylindrical cells@4#. Because we see th
same feature from LDV-measured profiles in the same
@27#, we know this hump is not an artifact of the PIV me
surement. Since the mean flow in the cubic cell is along
diagonal direction, it is not necessary that its flow structu
be the same as ours. Another reason that Tilgner, Belmo
and Libchaber did not see the hump in their profile could
due to the limited spatial resolution of their measurement
they used an electrochemical labeling technique that requ
the manual accumulation of data@26#.

FIG. 6. Profiles of the horizontal velocityU and vertical velocity
W cut, respectively, at~a! 2 cm from the sidewall and~b! 2 cm
below the top plate~b!, for Ra53.83109.
3-7
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Horizontal
velocity profiles U(z) cut along
the z axis ~at x50) for three val-
ues of Ra as indicated. Righ
panel: Vertical velocity profiles
W(x) cut along thex axis ~at z
50) for the same Ra values.
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A striking feature of the profiles shown in Fig. 7 is th
qualitative change in shape with Ra. At lower Ra the veloc
in the central part of the convection cell is a linear functi
of the distance from the cell center, indicating the existe
of a central core that rotates about they axis of the cell. A
rigid-body-like coherent rotatory central core in turbule
convection was first observed by Qiu, Yao, and Tong@13# in
a cylindrical cell. For the two higher values of Ra, howev
the central linear part of the profile changes into thr
segment lines with the two outer ones having the same s
which is larger than that of the central one. This indica
that with increasing Ra the innermost region of the cen
core appears to be unable to follow the motion of the ou
region~which is ‘‘driven directly’’ by plumes! and an inner-
core rotating at a slower rate emerges for Ra*131010. It is
found that the size of the inner-core remains approxima
constant@;(0.1520.2)L# as Ra increases up to 931011.
Figure 7 also shows that the velocity profile of the inner-c
goes through the cell center, indicating it is the center
rotation for the inner core. On the other hand, the profile
the outer shell does not go through the cell’s center. In f
if we take a point in the inner core and a point in outer sh
and calculate the ratio (vo2v i)/(r o2r i), we find that this
ratio is approximately constant for any pair of points, ind
cating the center of rotation for the outer shell is not fix
but moving along the circumference of the inner core. In
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above,v and r are the velocity of and radial distance fro
the cell center for the outer-shell pointo and inner-core point
i, respectively. To our knowledge, the existence of an in
rotation core inside an outer one in turbulent Rayleig
Bénard convection has not been reported previously, no
there a theoretical prediction for it. Because the rotatory m
tion of the bulk fluid is driven by the rising and falling the
mal plumes along the sidewalls, one may expect that
driving force will weaken towards the interior of the cell. Bu
this would be expected to occur in a continuous fashion,
a sharp change as manifested in Fig. 7. Note that the ti
averaged temperature in the bulk of the convection cel
essentially homogeneous, which means the viscosity of
convecting fluid in the core and the shell should be the sa
Thus there is a large mismatch of viscous shear stress a
inner-outer core boundary. The questions now are why
sharp change in the shear rate and what determines the
sition of the core-shell boundary?

The slope of the linear part of the profiles provides t
rotational frequencyv ~or shear rate! of the corresponding
core or shell. In addition to the cuts along thex andz axes,
cuts along other directions such as the diagonal all show
same qualitative features. While the values ofv are slightly
different for cuts along different directions, their Ra-scali
exponents are essentially the same. The small difference
3-8
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PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY MEASUREMENT OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066303 ~2003!
frequencies from different cuts could come from the fact t
our cell in thexz plane is not a perfect square, i.e., the asp
ratio is not exactly one, which introduces a symmetry bre
ing for the spatial structure in this plane. Clearly, more s
tematic investigation is needed to ascertain this. Figur
plots the normalized rotation frequencyvL2/2k vs Ra for
the outer shell~squares! and inner-core~circles!, respec-
tively, wherevo andv i are the average frequencies from t
vertical and horizontal cuts of the shell and the core, resp
tively. The solid lines are power-law fits to the correspond
data: voL2/2k50.318Ra0.496 and v iL

2/2k51.780Ra0.395

~only for those points that appear to be beyond the ‘‘tran
tional’’ region, denoted by dotted circles!. The inset plots the
angleu between thex axis and the major axis of the elliptica
core, which shows that the emergence of the inner c
around Ra5131010 corresponds to the flipping of the orien
tation of the outer shell. Note that for lower Ra the core
not along the diagonal of the cell (u.20°), whereas after
the transition the elliptical core is aligned along the oth
diagonal of the cell (u.135°). This higher symmetry sug
gests that the flow structure is in a more stable state for
*131010.

A standing issue in turbulent thermal convection is t
scaling of the large-scale velocity with the Rayleigh numb
Ra,V;Rag. As already mentioned briefly in Sec. I, variou
measurements using different techniques and different fl
in cells of different shape have yielded different values
the exponentg ranging from 0.4 to 0.5, which may be d
vided into two groups@9#. The first one measures the LS
speed near the sidewall and most results@5,7,14,28,29# give
g'0.5, which may be understood by thinking that flow
there are driven by ballistic plumes with a free-fall type v
locity. The second group measures the oscillation freque
of the LSC and most results@5,9,11,30–32# yield g
'0.42– 0.47, which may be understood by considering t
the oscillation is associated with the rms velocity of the flo
Unlike previous results, the 0.4 result for our inner core
not arising from any oscillations but is associated with

FIG. 8. Ra dependence of the normalized rotation ratesvL2/2k
of the inner core~circles! and out shell~squares!. The solid lines are
power-law fits to the respective data. Inset: Orientation angle
tween the elliptical core and the horizontal.
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spatially averaged velocity. Indeed, we did not see any os
lation in either the temperature or velocity fields in our ce
Sincevo and v i are ‘‘regional’’ averages over areas occ
pied by the core and shell, our results suggest that diffe
regional averages can give rise to different values of a s
ing exponent for the large-scale velocity and that the sca
exponent alone is not sufficient to distinguish the vario
driving mechanisms for the flow. As far as we are aware,
only other work that measured the Ra scaling of the rotat
frequency was that of Qiu and Tong, in which they fou
voL2/2k51.1Ra0.45 for the normalized rotation frequency i
a cylindrical cell @4#. Since Ra in their experiment is les
than 1010 and only one core is observed, we compare th
result with our outer-shell and single core result. We n
that the 0.5 exponent can be understood in terms of a f
fall type velocity or ballistically moving plumes. As we a
ready pointed out there is no coherent temporal oscillati
in our cell, which is present in cylindrical cells. This osc
lation is presumably a horizontal wobbling of bulk fluid@9#.
Because of this, viscous dissipation in the cylindrical c
should be larger than the rectangular one, which means m
rigorous driving by the thermal plumes in the latter. Th
could explain why the exponent for the cylinder is smal
that the free-fall value.

B. Statistical quantities of velocity field

We now present some statistical quantities for Ra53.8
3109 and 3.531010, for which longer-time measurements
higher sampling rate have been made. Figure 9 shows
distribution of the root-mean-square~rms! velocity fluctua-
tions color coded in unit of cm/s. The left panel shows t
horizontal rms velocityurms and the right panel shows th
vertical rms velocitywrms , the top panel is for Ra53.8
3109 and the bottom panel is for Ra53.531010. If we note
the scales of color bars, it is clear that the magnitude
vertical velocity fluctuation is much higher than that of th
horizontal one, which becomes more so with increasing
These large vertical fluctuations are caused by the inter
tent emission of thermal plumes that rise and fall due to th
buoyancy. Since the plumes are moving primarily along
sidewalls, velocity fluctuations are also concentrated in th
regions. We also note that the regions of largewrms corre-
spond to where rising and falling plumes hit the oppos
plates and create the counterrotating vortices, with increa
Ra these regions decrease in size but the fluctuations bec
more intense. Forurms , it is seen that at lower Ra the region
of large horizontal velocity fluctuations are primarily co
fined near the top-left and lower-right corners, just like t
vertical one. But at higher Ra, the regions of highurms have
extended to the ‘‘path’’ of the mean wind, in contrast to t
behavior ofwrms .

From Fig. 9 it is clear that ‘‘cuts’’ along the symmetr
axes will miss the regions of the most intense velocity flu
tuations. Nevertheless, it would still be interesting to co
pare such cuts with results from previous studies. Figure
shows the profiles ofurms ~solid circles! and wrms ~open
squares! along thex axis ~left panel! andz axis ~right panel!.
In their cubic cell experiment, Tilgner, Belmonte and Libc
aber also measured bothurms andwrms profiles as a function
of z and found that both decay approximately linearly to
minimum at the cell center, after reaching their maximu

e-
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FIG. 9. ~Color online! Contour map plots of the horizontal rms velocityurms ~left panel! and vertical rms velocitywrms ~right panel! for
Ra53.83109 ~upper panel! and 3.531010 ~lower panel! in units of cm/s.
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values near the boundary@26#. Another rms velocity profile
measurement was done by Qiu and Tong in a cylindrical
@4#, also in water. What they found was that the rms profi
along the symmetry axes of the cell are more or less c
stant, except close to the cell boundary where the rms ve
ity has a peak. If we compare our rms profiles with these t
experiments at a comparable value of Ra ('109), we see
that the gross feature of our rms profiles is similar to that
Ref. @26# in that both have a local minimum at the cell cen
and the level of velocity fluctuations in the rectangular a
cubic cells are smaller than those in the cylindrical cell
both the ‘‘peak’’ and ‘‘bulk’’ values ~in the cylinder, the
maximum rms values reach 5;6 mm/s and remains 4 mm/
in the bulk!. We think this lower level of velocity fluctuation
in the rectangular cell may be related to the fact that ther
no oscillation or wobbling in the horizontal plane as is t
case in the cylindrical cell. On the other hand, the deta
features of our rms profiles and those from Ref.@26# are
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quite different. For example, the ‘‘steps’’ or plateaus in o
case are absent for the cubic cell, which may be a reflec
of the difference in cell geometry. At higher Ra our rm
profiles also become more symmetric and less ‘‘noisy’’ a
the ‘‘valley’’ at the cell center becomes more steep, indic
ing that flow in the cell center becomes relatively ‘‘quiete
as compared to flow in the cell’s boundaries. This change
rms profiles with Ra is also consistent with what we ha
seen previously from the mean flow patterns, that the flow
better developed and more stable at higher Ra. Another
ture to be noted is thaturms andwrms in the central region of
the cell are neither constant nor of the same value~which is
more obvious for the higher Ra!; this implies that velocity
fluctuations are neither homogeneous nor isotropic in
region. This feature can be seen more clearly in the skewn
of the velocity field, which is shown in Fig. 11. The le
panel of the figure shows the horizontal velocity skewn
Su5^(u2U)3&/urms

3 and the right panel shows the vertic
3-10
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FIG. 10. Profiles ofurms ~dots!
and wrms ~open circles! for the
two values of Ra as indicated
Left panel: profiles cut along thex
axis ~at z50). Right panel: pro-
files cut along thez axis ~at x
50).
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velocity skewnessSw5^(w2W)3&/wrms
3 ; the top panel is

for Ra53.83109 and the bottom panel is for Ra53.5
31010. The figure further shows that the flow field becom
more symmetric at higher values of Ra. We note that
regions of large skewness~the ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘blue’’ semicircles!
correspond to the boundary between the inner core and
outer core.

To study the dynamics that drives the turbulent flow in t
system, we examine the turbulent energy and Reynolds s
stress. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the turbulent
netic energy per unit massk5 1

2 (urms
2 1wrms

2 ) ~left panel!
and the dominant component of the normalized Reyno
shear stress tensor^u8w8&/k ~right panel! for the two Ray-
leigh numbers, whereu8(t)5u2U and w8(t)5w2W are
the fluctuating parts ofu andw. Similar to the mean kinetic
energy, the figure shows that with increasing Ra turbul
energy is increasingly concentrated near the two corn
where ascending and descending plumes impinge the
and hot boundary layers, respectively. The Reynolds st
t i j is responsible for the exchange momentum between
bulence and the mean flow and its existence requires
correlated fluctuations ofu andw @33#. From Fig. 2 we see
that the regions of larget i j correspond to where the hot an
cold plumes start to accelerate along the sidewalls toward
opposite plates~see also Fig. 6!; as coherent objects the di
ferent velocity components of a plume naturally have a h
degree of correlation which results in large Reynolds stre
Since turbulence production is proportional tot i j , we see
that the turbulent kinetic energy largely comes from t
buoyant motions of thermal plumes. If we overlay the Re
nolds stress map on the turbulent energy map and bea
mind that the flow is clockwise, we see that the regions
larget i j are upstream of the regions where turbulent ene
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~and dissipation! are concentrated, it shows how turbule
energy is extracted from the plumes via Reynolds stress
then dissipated, largely in the form of counter-rotating vor
ces near the opposite plate. When Krishnamurti and How
first observed the existence of the large-scale flow, they s
gested that the mean flow is driven by Reynolds stress a
ciated with tilting plumes@1#, which implies that the mean
flow is maintained by turbulent fluctuations and thus a ne
tive production. This assertion can be checked by examin
the turbulent energy productionP(52^uiuj&]Ui /]xj ) @33#
of the system. The production dictates energy transfer
tween the mean flow and turbulence, a negative produc
means the mean flow derives energy from turbulent fluct
tions while a positive one implies that the mean flow su
plies energy to the turbulent fluctuations, which is the typi
situation for most flows. Figure 13 shows the color-cod
production contour map for Ra53.531010. It shows clearly
that production is positive in most parts of the cell and is a
overall positive when integrating over the whole tw
dimensional plane. Thus, the mean flow is not driven
fluctuations or Reynolds stress associated with plum
Rather, it is the buoyancy of the plumes that drive the me
flow as shown by Figs. 3 and 5.

C. Instant velocity field

Although the sampling rate of our measurements
rather low, the relatively slow fluctuations in thermal conve
tion still allows us to obtain some useful information abo
the instant flow field. Here we examine some properties
the instantaneous velocity field, again for the two selec
values of Ra which are measured at a higher sampling rat~3
Hz!. Figure 14 shows the instantaneous 2D vector field w
3-11
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FIG. 11. ~Color online! Contour map plots of the skewness for the horizontal velocity~left panel! and for the vertical velocity~right
panel! for Ra53.83109 ~upper panel! and 3.531010 ~lower panel!.
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the magnitude of the velocityAu(t)21w(t)2 coded by color
and by the length of the arrow for these two Ra. It is se
that the flow is highly turbulent around the periphery of t
convection cell with ‘bursts’ like events~large velocity fluc-
tuations! appearing in the upper-middle left wall and th
lower-middle right wall, despite the fact that the mean velo
ity of the flow is rather low by the standard of nontherm
turbulence. By inspecting the velocity field measured at d
ferent instances, we also observed that bursts always occ
these regions@34#. Because of the high validation rate of o
PIV measurement, we can see that many of the qualita
features exhibited by the long-time-averaged mean velo
maps~Fig. 2! can already be seen from a single measu
ment. These include~1! the overall flow is a clockwise glo
bal circulation, ~2! there are two small vortices rotatin
counterclockwise at the upper left and lower right corne
~3! the flow becomes increasingly confined in regions n
the sidewalls and the plates as Ra increases~i.e., the central
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low velocity region is growing!, and~4! the roughly elliptical
shaped ‘‘quiet’’ central region has different orientations f
the two values of Ra.

In Figs. 15~a! and 15~b! we show the velocity time serie
over a period of;3,300 sec for two Rayleigh numbers take
at five positions in the small convection cell, one each clo
to the top and bottom plates and near the left and right s
walls, and one at the cell center~the exact coordinates in un
of centimeters are indicated on the graph!. Figure 15~a!
shows the vertical velocityw(t) near the sidewalls and at th
cell center, for Ra53.83109 ~left panel! and Ra53.5
31010 ~right panel!. Figure 15~b! shows the horizontal ve
locity u(t) close to the plates and at the center for the sa
two values of Ra. We examine the vertical velocity fir
Here we see that the ‘‘mean’’ flow is upward-going~defined
as positive! and downward-going~defined as negative! near
the left-sidewall and right-sidewall, respectively, which is
course consistent with the fact that the overall flow is cloc
3-12
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FIG. 12. ~Color online! Turbulent kinetic energy~left panel! and normalized Reynolds shear stress~right panel! for Ra53.83109 ~upper!
and 3.531010 ~lower!.
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wise. At the cell center the velocity fluctuates in both dire
tions with a zero mean. But a closer inspection shows
the flows near the sidewalls are different for the two Ra
leigh numbers. For the lower Ra, we can clearly see that
velocity near the sidewalls shows occasional spikes of
opposite sign~those crossing the dashed lines!, indicating
that the local flow changes direction at that instant. It is w
known that, in the steady-state flow in a convection c
thermal plumes participate and drive the LSC in such a m
ner that hot plumes go up along one sidewall and c
plumes come down on the other@4,21#. The momentary di-
rectional reversal of local flow suggests that occasion
there are unusually energetic plumes going ‘‘against
flow’’ in their attempt to reach the opposite plate. This ph
nomenon has also been observed by Qiuet al. in a cylindri-
cal cell of unity aspect ratio, in which the authors show th
the velocity histogram near the sidewall has a clear bimo
distribution and they also attributed this to plumes going
the ‘‘wrong’’ route @35#. On the other hand, this feature
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absent for the higher Ra. As can be seen from the mean
maps~Fig. 3! at higher Ra the large-scale flow is more co
fined to the perimeter of the cell which means the associa
plumes going in the ‘‘right’’ directions are reaching closer
the corners at the opposite plate before being mixed;
‘‘denies’’ the opportunity for the ‘‘opposite’’ plumes going
along the wrong sidewall. It should be noted that the abo
momentary reversal is not the same as the reversal of
mean wind observed mostly in cylindrical cells@8#, as we do
not see directional reversal for the overall flow. For examp
no reversal is observed foru(t) near the plates@Fig. 15~b!#,
despite the fact that these are simultaneous measurem
We believe the directional reversal of the wind is related
the bulk oscillation of the flow field and is perhaps unique
the particular shape of the cylindrical cell.

D. Velocity in the plane perpendicular to LSC

From the geometry of the cell, we expect the mean flow
be largely confined in thexz plane. Nevertheless, to obtain
3-13
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XIA, SUN, AND ZHOU PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 066303 ~2003!
more complete picture on the flow field in the convecti
cell we made PIV measurements in theyz plane ~at x50)
which is perpendicular to the mean wind, again for the t
special values of Ra. Figure 16 shows the mean and the
values of the velocity in this plane. Left panel: time-averag
velocity vector maps with the magnitudeAV21W2 coded in
both color and the size of the arrow in unit cm/s. Middle a
right panels: contour maps forv rms andwrms , respectively.
The upper panel is for Ra53.83109 and the lower one Ra
53.531010. For the lower Ra, the mean flow pattern sho
that they component of the velocity is essentially zero e
erywhere except the small vortices at the four corners, wh
confirms that the mean wind is confined mainly in thexz
plane. Note that since the mean flow in thexz plane does not
have a circular shape whereas the measurement is ma
the middle vertical plane (x50), this produces a relatively
large vertical velocity near the middle of the top and botto
plate. The figure also shows that as the fluid hit the pla
some will ‘‘spill-over’’ sideways to create the vortices at th
corners. Note that the mean velocity at the top and bottom
not quite symmetric. We recall that the orientation of t
elliptical core in thexz plane for this Ra is not along th
diagonal direction but is at an;20° angle with the horizon-
tal, which means a cut at the middle vertical plane (x50)
will not produce a symmetric result. Indeed for the high
Ra, the mean flow becomes more symmetric as the ellipt
core is now oriented along the diagonal of the cell. An i
portant feature revealed by the figure is that the plane of
large-scale mean flow at higher Ra becomes aligned a
the diagonal plane of the cell~i.e., along the diagonal from
the upper-left corner to the lower-right corner in Fig. 16! and
thus makes an angle with thexz plane, not parallel to it as is
the case for lower Ra. This can be seen from the fact
there are now only two vortices at the top-right and low
left corners. This is because the main flow is now against
sidewall plates at the top-left and lower-right corners a
there is no room for the fluid to spill-over to the other dire

FIG. 13. ~Color online! Contour map of the turbulent energ
productionP ~in units of cm2/s3) for Ra53.531010.
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tion to create vortices at these two corners. This tilting of
rotational plane of the mean wind at higher values of
suggests that the flow likes to assume a configuration ha
the largest spatial extend allowed by the geometry of
convection cell, as it corresponds to the most stable mod

The maps for the rms velocities show that most of t
fluctuations and dissipations are associated with the vort
at the corners. But at lower Ra, these fluctuations~and the
corresponding turbulent kinetic energies! are dominated by
the vertical component (wrms) which is probably a reflection
of the fact that the vortices at lower Ra are stretched al
the vertical direction and thus have a smaller horizontal s
Whereas at higher Ra horizontal fluctuations become com
rable to the vertical one, the latter is still slightly more co
centrated and intense. The rms maps also show that altho
the mean velocity along they direction is zero in the centra
part of the cell, the corresponding fluctuations (v rms) are
rather significant.

FIG. 14. ~Color online! Snapshots of the velocity field viewe
from the front,~a! Ra53.83109 and~b! Ra53.531010. The veloc-
ity magnitude is coded by both the length of the arrows and colo
cm/s.
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FIG. 15. ~Color online! ~a! Time series of the vertical velocity at three positions in the small convection cell, from top to bottom:
left sidewall, at cell center, and near right sidewall~the exact coordinates of the positions are indicated on the figure in units of cm!. ~b! Time
series of the horizontal velocity at three positions, from top to bottom: below the top plate, at cell center, and above the bottom plate
~a! and ~b!, the left panel is for Ra53.83109 and the right panel for Ra53.531010.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the work reported in this paper we have made a s
tematic investigation of the properties of the velocity field
two Rayleigh-Be´nard convection cells of same geomet
06630
-

,

with the Rayleigh number Ra varying from 93108 to 9
31011 while the Prandtl number remained approximate
constant (;4). Time-averaged 2D velocity fields are me
sured in both the plane of the large-scale mean flow~the
3-15
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FIG. 16. ~Color online! Mean
and rms values of velocity in the
plane perpendicular to the mea
wind. Left panel: Time-averaged
velocity field with the magnitude
AU21W2 coded in both color and
the size of the arrow in units o
cm/s. Middle and right panels
Contour maps forv rms andwrms ,
respectively. The upper panel i
for Ra53.83109 and the lower
one for Ra53.531010.
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wind! and that perpendicular to the wind, using the parti
image velocimetry~PIV! technique over the range of R
spanned in the experiment~three decades!. For two selected
values of Ra, certain statistical and dynamical quantities
the velocity field are also obtained. The measurement p
vides a direct confirmation that a rotatory mean wind inde
persists for the value of Ra close to 1012, at least in water or
in systems with comparable values of the Prandtl numbe

From the measured two-dimensional velocity field in t
plane of the mean wind, four prominent features or regio
of the flow field are identified:~1! A central low-velocity
rotatory core;~2! two low-velocity or stagnation regions a
the lower-left and upper-right corners;~3! two high-velocity
regions, one stretches from the eight-o’clock position to
one-o’clock position and the other from the two-o’clock p
06630
e

f
o-
d

s

e

sition to the seven-o’clock position in the box; and~4! two
counter-rotating vortices at the upper-left and lower-rig
corners.

By studying the Ra-dependent properties, we find the
lowing: ~1! An inner rotational core is formed inside a bu
outer rotational shell when Ra becomes larger than
31010, below this Ra only one core is observed. Compar
the instant vector map and the time-average ones, we see
the flow field can exhibit coherent structures at differe
length scales depending on the time scale we look at th
~2! The rotational frequency of the outer-shell may be tak
as the average rotation rate of the mean wind and it has
exponent of 0.5 for the Ra scaling, whereas the inner c
has a distinctly different scaling with an exponent of 0.4. T
results suggest that different regional averages can give
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to different values of scaling exponent for the large-sc
velocity and that scaling exponent alone is not sufficient
distinguish the various driving mechanisms for the flow.
also partly explains why there are varying values for t
exponent from different experiments.~3! With increasing Ra,
the mean wind becomes increasingly confined near the
rimeter of the convection cell, and a similar trend is a
found for both the mean flow kinetic energy and turbule
kinetic energy.

The measurements made for two selected values of R
higher sampling frequency and also in the plane perpend
lar to the mean wind, reveal the following properties:~1! The
rms and skewness maps of the velocity field show that
velocity fluctuations at the cell center are neither hom
enous nor isotropic, the skewness maps further show
there are large asymmetric velocity fluctuations at the co
shell boundary.~2! The measured Reynolds shear stress
tributions indicate that the turbulent production is large
positive, which implies that the large-scale mean flow is
driven by turbulent fluctuations.~3! Velocity measurement in
the plane perpendicular to the mean wind reveals that
flow likes to be in a configuration with the largest spat
extent allowed by the geometry of the convection cell, wh
corresponds to the most stable mode. In this particular c
it means that even with the small aspect ratio in theyz plane,
the rotational plane of the mean wind is aligned along
diagonal of the convection box.

If we combine results from the present experiment a
from some of the previous studies by others, the follow
picture emerges: thermal plumes are first accelerated a
the sidewalls, reach maximum velocity, then impinge on
i.
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plates, thereby creating counter-rotating vortices near
corners where turbulent energy~and dissipation! is concen-
trated. Furthermore, the thermal plumes not only drive
mean flow via their buoyancy but also provide energy
turbulent fluctuations via the associated Reynolds stress.
emergence of the inner core inside a bulk rotating core
striking example of how complex systems are capable
self-organizing into coherent structures. Because hea
transported mainly along the periphery of the cell by therm
plumes@25#, it is not sensitive to changes in the cell interio
This is why the transition in the flow state was not detec
in previous measurements of global quantities like heat fl
or in velocity measurements near sidewalls.

To understand the origin for the discovered core-sh
structure and why it has such a sharp boundary with a la
mismatch in shear stress poses a new theoretical chall
and also calls for more systematic experimental investi
tions. It will be of interest to know what will become of th
core-shell structure at yet even higher values of Ra, or if
current flow state already is the asymptotic one. Understa
ing this structure and the associated transition will undou
edly enrich our knowledge not only about turbulent conve
tion but also many natural phenomena.
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